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KNEE EXERCISES
ANKLE PUMPS

QUAD SETS

Keep your leg straight. Bend your ankle up (toes
point straight up) and down (toes point straight
ahead of you). You also can spell the alphabet
by moving the big toe to form letters in the air.
Perform 3 sets of 12 repetitions.

Keep your leg straight and your foot and ankle
resting on a rolled towel. Tighten the front of your
thigh (quad muscles) and push the back of your
knee flat down. Hold your leg in this position for 5
seconds, then relax. Perform 3 sets of 10 repetitions.

SD020918-001

SD020918-002

GLUTEAL SQUEEZES
SD020918-009

Lie flat on your back. Squeeze your gluteal muscles
together and hold for 5-10 seconds, then relax.
Perform 3 sets of 10 repetitions.

SD020918-009

SD020918-010

SD020918-002

SD020918-003
STRAIGHT LEG RAISES

HEEL SLIDES

Keep your leg straight.
Lift your leg up about 2 feet,
SD020918-005
then slowly bring your straight leg down. You should
use your front thigh (quad) muscles to raise your leg.
Perform 3 sets of 12 repetitions.

SD020918-011
Lie flat on your back. With
yourSD020918-006
leg straight, begin
to slide your heel backward towards your butt. Do
SD020918-009
this until you reach approximately
90 degrees or
until your knee becomes a little uncomfortable and
you feel pressure inside your knee. Hold your leg in
this position for 10-15 seconds. Then slowly let your
heel slide back to a straight leg position. Perform 3
sets of 10 repetitions.

SD020918-004

SD020918-011
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SD020918-004

SD020918-012

SD020918-011
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KNEE EXERCISES
PATELLAR MOBILIZATIONS

KNEE EXTENSION – RESISTED

With your leg straight out, use both hands to move
your kneecap in 4 different directions. First, push
the kneecap left and hold it for 5-10 seconds.
Next, push the kneecap right and hold it for 5-10
seconds. Then, push the kneecap towards your
toes and hold it for 5-10 seconds. Finally, pull the
kneecap up towards your hip and hold it for 5-10
seconds. The total distance the knee moves for
each direction should be 1 inch or less. Perform 10
repetitions in each direction.

Keep your leg straight and your foot and ankle
resting on a rolled towel. Tighten the front of your
thigh (quad muscles) and push the back of your
knee flat down. Hold your leg in this position for 5
seconds, then relax. Perform 3 sets of 10 repetitions.

SD020918-010

SITTING KNEE FLEXION

PRONE HANGS

While sitting in a chair or the edge of a bed, use the
non-surgical leg to support your surgical leg. Slowly
allow the surgical leg to go down to 90 degrees of
flexion to the legs of the chair. Hold with your knee
bent for 10-15 seconds. Then use your non-surgical
leg to lift up and straighten your surgical leg all the
way back to a straight-leg position. Perform 3 sets
of 10 repetitions.

Lie flat on your
stomach with your legs hanging
SD020918-143
off the edge of your bed. Position your leg so that
your kneecap is comfortably just off the edge of the
bed. Relax your body and legs so that your knee
straightens out and stretches the back of your knee.
Hold in this position for 5-10 minutes (or as long as
tolerated if less than 5 minutes).

SD020918-012

SD020918-155

SD020918-156

SD020918-145
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HIP EXERCISES
SIDE-LYING HIP ABDUCTION

SINGLE-LEG BRIDGES

While lying on your side with knee brace on and
leg locked straight out in extension, lift your leg up
approximately 18-24 inches. Lie on your other side
and repeat with your other leg. Perform 3 sets of 12
repetitions for each leg.

Lie on your back with one leg flat on the ground
and one knee flexed about 60 degrees. Press your
pelvis in the air. Keep your chest, abdomen and one
thigh straight, while your other knee is flexed about
90 degrees. Focus on squeezing your butt cheeks
together throughout the hold. Hold this position
for 10-15 seconds, and then relax by coming back
to lying on your back. Increase your time beyond
10 seconds as your strength improves. Complete
the exercise on each leg. Perform 3 sets of 10
repetitions.
SD020918-018

SD020918-017

SD020918-014
SD020918-013

PRONE HIP EXTENSIONS

SD020918-014

Lie flat on your stomach with your knee brace on
your surgical knee. Lock your leg straight out in
extension and then lift your leg up approximately
6-12 inches. Perform 3 sets of 12 repetitions.

SD020918-019

SD020918-020

SINGLE LEG STANCE
WITH BUTT SQUEEZES
SD020918-016
SD020918-015

DOUBLE-LEG
BRIDGES
SD020918-025
Lie on your back with your hips and knees flexed
about 60 degrees. Press your pelvis up into the air.
Keep your chest, abdomen and thighs straight, while
your knees are flexedSD020918-017
about 90 degrees. Focus on
squeezing your butt cheeks together throughout the
hold. Hold this position for 10-15 seconds, and then
relax by coming back to lying on your back. Increase
time beyond 20 seconds as strength improves up to
a minute. Perform 3 sets of 10 repetitions.

SD020918-019

SD020918-027
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Stand on one leg and hold for 15-20 seconds.
SD020918-016
Perform 3 sets of 10 repetitions.
Increase time of
hold as strength and stability improve. Focus on
SD020918-026
having a level pelvis that is parallel to the ground.
(At first, it is best to have
someone watch you
perform this exercise to
make sure your pelvis
is
SD020918-018
flat.) You should feel the
muscles over the side of
your hip (for the leg on
the ground) contracting.
Do both legs. To increase
difficulty, close your eyes or
perform exercise on a large
pillow or Bosu balance
trainer.

SD020918-020

SD020918-028
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HIP EXERCISES
CLAMSHELLS

CLAMSHELLS WITH EXERCISE BAND

Lie on your side, with both hips about 45 degrees
and both knees flexed to about 70 degrees.
Externally rotate the top leg up in the air, while
keeping your feet close together. All the rotation
should come from your hip – you should feel the
outside of your hip contracting. Hold at the top for
1 second. Slowly release back down to the other
knee. Perform 3 sets of 12 repetitions on each leg.

Lie on your side, with both hips about 45 degrees
and both knees flexed to about 70 degrees.
Externally rotate the top leg up in the air, while
keeping your feet close together. All the rotation
should come from your hip – you should feel the
outside of your hip contracting. Hold at the top for
1 second. Slowly release back down to the other
knee. Perform 3 sets of 12 repetitions on each leg.

SD020918-021
SD020918-021

SD020918-022
SD020918-022

PLANK

SIDE PLANKS

Rest face-down on the floor. Begin the exercise by
going up on your toes and resting your elbows and
forearms on the floor. Keep your elbows directly
under your shoulders. Make sure the line of your
body goes from the top of your head straight
down your neck, back, butt, legs and heels. Focus
on contracting your abs. Hold the plank for 1520 seconds for a total of 10 repetitions. You can
increase the hold time as strength and stability
improve. If you are
unable to hold a plank for 20
SD020918-023
SD020918-023
seconds, begin with your
knees on the ground.
SD020918-021
While doing this exercise,
it is not uncommon for
SD020918-021
your body to shake as you become fatigued.

Rest on your side. Begin the exercise by lifting your
torso, pelvis and legs off the ground. Rest your
body weight on your elbow, forearm and side of the
foot. Your elbow should rest under your shoulder.
Focus on contracting your abs and obliques. Hold
the side plank for 15-20 seconds for a total of 10
repetitions. You can increase the hold time as
strength and stability improve. If you are unable to
hold a side plank for 15 seconds, begin with your
knee on the ground.
While doing this exercise, it
SD020918-024
SD020918-024
is not uncommon for
your
body to shake as you
SD020918-022
become fatigued.
SD020918-022

SD020918-023

SD020918-023
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HIP EXERCISES
MULTI-DIRECTIONAL TOE TAPS

FORWARD LUNGES

Stand on one leg and point the other leg’s toe.
With the pointed leg’s toe, touch the ground in
each of the four directions; forward, backward,
SD020918-030
left, and right. Keep the pelvis level
to the
ground. Perform 3 sets
of 10 repetitions in each
direction.

Stand straight with hands on hips. Step out with
one foot and slowly lunge forward until your knee
is flexed 90 degrees. Then begin to come back by
slowly contracting your quads and gluts. Alternate
legs. Perform 3 sets of 10 repetitions on each leg.
To increase difficulty,
put hands behind
your head or hold
hand weights.

SD020918-067

DOUBLE LEG SQUATS

SD020918-032

Begin with your feet at shoulder width apart or
slightly wider. Using body weight only, slowly go
squat down. Make sure your lower back remains
straight or arched in. Go down
so that your thighs
SD020918-042
are parallel to the floor. When coming back up to
SD020918-045
standing, focus on squeezing your butt cheeks
together and then thrusting your pelvis forward at
the top. It is helpful to have someone observe your
squat form to make sure you are doing this exercise
correctly.
To increase
difficulty,
perform
exercise on a
large pillow or
Bosu balance
trainer. Perform
3 sets of 12
repetitions.
SD020918-069

SD020918-044
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SD020918-047

SD020918-068

SINGLE LEG SQUATS

Begin with one foot on the ground and the other
foot extended in front of you about 30 degrees.
Keep both arms straight out in front of you. Using
body weight only, slowly do down. Keep your pelvis
level. Further extend your foot
out in front of you
SD020918-046
and off the ground until your thighs are parallel to
the floor. You should feel like most of your weight
is going on to your
heel. It is helpful
to have someone
observe your squat
form to make sure
you are doing this
exercise correctly.
Increase reps as
strength improves.
To increase difficulty,
perform exercise
on a large pillow or
SD020918-070
Bosu balance trainer.
Perform 3 sets of 12
repetitions.
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SD020918-048

HIP EXERCISES
SINGLE LEG STAND OPPOSITE LEG
Stand on a mat in a single leg stance. Extend the
SD020918-049
non-weight bearing leg behind you. Lean forwards
until your body is horizontal with the ground. Touch
the ground with your hands. Perform 3 sets of 12
repetitions.

SD020918-051
ECCENTRIC QUAD
STRENGTHENING
– LATERAL STEP DOWNS
SD020918-062
Stand on one leg. Slowly perform a single leg squat
until your heel touches the ground. Then slowly
come back up. Make sure the knee does not go
past your toes. To increase difficulty, increase height
of step. Perform 3 sets of 12 repetitions.

SINGLE LEG STAND OPPOSITE LEG
(WITH STICK ACROSS LOWER BACK)
Stand on a mat in a single leg stance. Extend the
non-weight bearing leg behind you. Lean forwards
until your body is horizontal with the ground. Touch
the ground with your hands. Perform 3 sets of 12
repetitions.

FORWARD STEP UPS
Start with both legs on the
ground in front of a
SD020918-063
step. Place your involved foot onto the step. Step
up with the other foot while bending the involved
knee. Return to the starting position by stepping
down with the first foot, then the other so both feet
are on the floor. Perform 3 sets of 12 repetitions.

SD020918-072

SD020918-065

SD020918-079
SD020918-074
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SD020918-05

SD020918-05

HIP EXERCISES
STEP DOWNS

NORDIC HAMSTRING

Start with both legs on a step. Step down in front of
the box with the uninvolved leg. Step onto the heel
and then flatten the rest of the foot on the ground.
SD020918-079
Step with
the uninvolved leg backSD020918-080
onto the step.
Perform 3 sets of 12 repetitions.

Lie flat on your abdomen and have someone hold
your ankles on the ground or mat. Elevate your
body to a near upright position. Keep your knees
SD020918-080
bent and your body straight.
Then slowly lower your
body to the ground – this should take 5 seconds.
Do not rest flat on the ground at the bottom of the
rep. Perform 2-3 sets of 10 repetitions. Increase the
number of reps per set as your strength improves.

SD020918-081

SD020918-082

SD020918-082

DECLINE SQUATS

SD020918-091
QUAD STRETCHES

Use a 25-degree decline board. Stand on one leg.
Slowly perform a single leg squat until you reach
SD020918-088
70-90 degrees. Slowly come
back up. Make sure
your knees do not go past your toes. Perform 3 sets
of 12 repetitions.

Stand on one leg with your hand on a chair. Tighten
the abdominal muscles. Grab your foot or ankle
with your other hand and bend your knee. Stretch
for 30 seconds. Perform 5-6 repetitions on each leg.

SD020918-093

SD020918-091

SD020918-090
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HIP EXERCISES
HIP FLEXOR STRETCH

HAMSTRING STRETCH

Go into a lunge position. Slowly lean forward on
each leg while stretching the front of your other hip.
Stretch for 30 seconds. Perform 5-6 repetitions on
SD020918-091
each leg.

While sitting, bend over at your hips and grab your
ankles or toes. Stretch for 30 seconds. Perform 5-6
repetitions on each leg.

SD020918-095

SD020918-092

Lie on your back. Stretch each leg individually with
an exercise band. Stretch 30 seconds for each leg.
SD020918-097
Perform 5-6 repetitions on each leg.
SD020918-093

SD020918-094

IT BAND STRETCH
While standing, cross left leg behind the right
and lean your trunk to the left. This will stretch
the outside of the right hip. Next, cross right leg
behind the left and lean your trunk to the right.
This will stretch the outside of the left hip. Stretch
30 seconds on each side. Perform 5-6 repetitions
on each leg.
SD020918-099

SD020918-101

SD020918-096
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HIP EXERCISES
PRONE LUMBAR SPINE EXTENSION

STANDING SIDE LEG LIFTS

Start by lying flat on your stomach. Bring your
hands under your shoulders in approximately a
pushSD020918-155
up position. Press up until you fully straighten
your elbows or as far as you can go without severe
pain. Draw the shoulder blades back and down and
tuck your chin, pulling your throat back for your
head to be in line with your shoulders. Relax your
SD020918-099
gluteal muscles and let your hips sink down toward
the surface you are lying on as you slowly exhale.
Perform 3 sets of 12 repetitions.

Stand on one leg. With your legs straight, slowly lift
your leg out to the side until you meet resistance.
This may range from 45 to 90 SD020918-156
degrees depending
on your flexibility. Perform 3 sets of 12 repetitions
on each leg. Increase the number of reps as your
strength improves.
SD020918-100

SD020918-100

SD020918-101

SD020918-102

SD020918-157

SD020918-158

STANDING SIDE LEG LIFTS
(WITH EXERCISE BAND)

SD020918-102

SITTING LOWER BACK STRETCH

Stand on one leg. With your legs straight, lowly lift
your leg out to the side until you meet resistance.
This may range from 45 to 90 degrees depending
SD020918-159
on your flexibility. Perform 3 sets
of 12 repetitions
on each leg. Increase the number of reps as your
strength improves.

While sitting on a chair, lean over at your hips and
try to touch the ground. Feel the stretch in your
lower back. Stretch for 30 seconds. Perform 5-6
repetitions.
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SD020918-104
SD020918-161

HIP EXERCISES
STANDING LEG EXTENSIONS

ACHILLES STRETCH

Stand on one leg. Kick leg straight behind the
body. Perform 3 sets of 12 reps on each leg.

Stand and lean against a wall with your hands
at shoulder/head height. With one foot forward
toward the wall and one foot backward, slowly lean
forward toward the wall and stretch the Achilles
tendon of your back foot. Make sure your knee is
straight out. Stretch for 30 seconds. Then relax for
10 seconds. Next, perform the same stretch, except
with your knee bent at about 30 degrees. Stretch
for 30 seconds, and then relax for 10 seconds.
Perform each stretch for 5-6 repetitions.

SD020918-159

(with exercise band)
SD020918-160

SD020918-160

WALL SITS
Position your
back against an upright vertical wall.
SD020918-175
Your hips and knees should be flexed about 90
degrees. Hold this position for 20 seconds, and
then relax by standing up. Perform 5-6 repetitions.
Increase time beyond 20 seconds
as strength
SD020918-168
improves.
SD020918-175

SD020918-161

SD020918-162

SD020918-177

SD020918-176

CALF STRETCH ON WALL
Position yourself with your hands against the wall
as positioned in the picture. Keep one leg forward,
bent at the knee. Your other leg should be straight,
going behind you. With the legSD020918-176
behind you, push
your heel towards the ground until you feel a
stretch in the calf muscle.
Hold the stretch for 20-30
seconds then repeat with
the other leg. Perform for
5-6 repetitions.
SD020918-162

SD020918-178

SD020918-170
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SD020918-178

SHOULDER EXERCISES
INTERNAL ROTATION WITH
EXERCISE BAND

SHOULDER EXTENSION WITH
EXERCISE BAND

Attach at waist level
an exercise band to a
secure object. Hold your
elbow at 90 degrees,
arm at your side. Pull
your hand across your
body. Perform 3 sets of
12 repetitions.

Attach exercise band to
secure object. Fully extend
your arms and pull the band
to your side. Perform 3 sets
of 12 repetitions.

SD020918-123

SD020918-108
EXTERNAL ROTATION WITH
EXERCISE BAND

Attach at waist level
an exercise band to a
secure object. Hold your
elbow at 90 degrees,
arm at your side. Pull
your hand away from
your body. Perform 3
sets of 12 repetitions.

SHOULDER ABDUCTION
Stand at a 45-degree angle
to the exercise band.
Hold onto the band with
your arm farthest from the
band. Pull the band with
your arm straight keeping
the band horizontal to the
ground. Perform 3 sets of 12
repetitions.

SD020918-125

SD020918-126

SD020918-116
SD020918-127
SD020918-111
SD020918-110

SD020918-128 SD020918-112
SD020918-125

ROWS WITH EXERCISE BAND

STANDING SCAPTION

Attach exercise band to
secure object. Hold your
elbows by your sides
at a 90- degree angle.
Pull the band back,
squeezing shoulder
blades together.
Perform 3 sets of 12
repetitions.

Hold arms at your
side with elbows
straight and thumbs
up. Lift arms at
45- degree angle
to shoulder height.
Perform 3 sets of 12
repetitions.

SD020918-118
SD020918-113
SD020918-129
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SD020918-124
SD020918-123

SD020918-130 SD020918-114
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SHOULDER EXERCISES
SD020918-131

SCAPULAR RETRACTION/
PROTRACTION
Stand with a weight
in one or both hands.
Hold onto the weight
with your palms facing
up. Start with your
arm(s) at your sides
and move them until
they are horizontal with
the ground. Perform 3
sets of 12 repetitions.

SUPINE PUNCHES

SD020918-133

Lie on your back with your arms straight. Push arms
up toward the ceiling. Keep your elbows straight,
lifting your shoulder blades off and back on the
mat. Perform 3 sets of 12 repetitions.

SD020918-132

PRONE EXTENSION

Lie face down with your arm toward the ground
leaning off of a table. Extend
the arm straight back
SD020918-147
until it is horizontal with the ground. Lower the arm
down to your side. Perform 3 sets of 12 repetitions.

SD020918-134

PRONE 45-DEGREE ARM RAISE

SD020918-149
Lie face down with your arm
toward the ground
leaning off of a table. Raise arm and hand at a
45-degree angle. Keep elbow straight and squeeze
shoulder blades together. Lower arm to side.
Perform 3 sets of 12 repetitions.

SD020918-159

SD020918-160

SD020918-136

PRONE HORIZONTAL ABDUCTIONS

SD020918-151
TOWEL STRETCHES

Lie face down with your arm down leaning off of a
table. Raise your arm and hand to shoulder height.
Keep elbow straight and squeeze shoulder blades
together. Lower arm to side of table. Perform 3 sets
of 12 repetitions.

Hold uninvolved arm over
shoulder with towel. Grasp
towel with involved arm.
Slowly pull upward with
uninvolved arm until you
feel a gentle stretch. Hold
for 20-30 seconds for a
total of 5-6 repetitions.

SD020918-138
SD020918-153

SD020918-161
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SD020918-162
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SD020918-148

SHOULDER EXERCISES
SD020918-164

HORIZONTAL ADDUCTION STRETCH

SHOULDER SHRUGS

Bring uninvolved arm
across the front of your
body while holding
elbow with opposite
hand. Pull involved arm
across chest until you
feel a gentle stretch
in the back of your
shoulder. Hold for 2030 seconds for a total
of 5-6 repetitions.

Stand up straight with
arms down by sides. Lift
shoulders straight up and
back down. Add weight
if necessary to increase
strength. Perform 3 sets of
12 repetitions.

SD020918-166

SD020918-179

DOORWAY PEC STRETCH
SD020918-172
UNILATERAL
Find a doorway or corner
of a wall. Slide your arm
up to shoulder height
with your arm bent to
90 deg. Gently squeeze
shoulder blade back
and lean forward until
you feel a stretch in your
chest, if you do not feel
a stretch slowly turn your
body away from the wall
until you feel a stretch in
your chest. Hold for 2030 seconds for a total of
5-6 repetitions.

SD020918-181

SD020918-174
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